MLA STYLE GUIDE
WORKS CITED

I BOOKS

BOOK BY A SINGLE AUTHOR

BOOK BY TWO OR MORE AUTHORS

ARTICLE IN A REFERENCE BOOK


WORK IN AN ANTHOLOGY

II JOURNAL ARTICLES

ARTICLE IN A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL

ARTICLE IN A MAGAZINE

ARTICLE IN A NEWSPAPER

REVIEW

III WEB PUBLICATIONS

WORK CITED ONLY ON THE WEB


PERIODICAL PUBLICATION IN AN ONLINE DATABASE


SCHOLARLY JOURNAL

IV OTHER SOURCES
FILM OR VIDEO RECORDING

INTERVIEW

E-MAIL MESSAGE
Harner, James L. Message to the author. 20 Aug. 2002. E-mail.

V IN-TEXT CITATION EXAMPLES
1. Author’s name in text:
   Tannen has argued this point (178-85).

2. Author’s name in reference:
   This point has already been argued (Tannen 178-85).

3. Citing a work listed by title:
   The nine grades of mandarins were “distinguished by the color of the button on the hats of office” (“Mandarin”).

4. Citing part of a work:
   Litvak calls Winters’s mumbling a “labor of disarticulation” (167).